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Abstract: While the Video Image Detector became a popular choice for data gathering device 
of freeway management system, the outcome of operational experience for past years looks 
dismal. Occupancy data produced was found less accurate while speed data seemed 
reasonable and, when occupancy data from two consecutive stations were compared and the 
time lag of measurement was corrected, discrepancy under stable flow conditions went up to 
30%. As a result, poor performance of automatic incident detection algorithms was revealed. 
This paper tackles on a practical issue faced by many agencies that dominantly deployed 
Video Image Detectors along its freeway. The main objective is to lower FAR for Automatic 
Incident Detection algorithms while keeping DR above reasonable performance criterion. 
High FAR often puts unbearable burden on TMC operators. A resorting approach was a 
heuristic adjustment to on-line data from one of two detector stations by applying correction 
factors or values. An off-line test on this approach for 20 case files collected has demonstrated 
a maximum of 70% decrease in FAR. The approach seems promising at the moment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
With rapid development in sensor technology, many non-intrusive traffic detectors have been 
introduced to our industry and many of them are deployed for ITS purposes. And the Video 
Image Detector (VID) has always been a popular choice over other types in spite of 
painstaking calibrations, maintenance need and relatively high price tag since it offers us real 
views of sites. The urban freeway management system of Seoul with operational length of 
150Km has adopted the VID as mainline detectors and deployed them with an average 
spacing of 500m. 
 
Operational experience of the system for the past years, however, has revealed serious 
problems, particularly in automatic incident detection (AID) function area. Firstly, TMC’s 
dependency on AID algorithms has drastically dropped due to poor performance of the 
algorithms while the inductive loop detector (ILD) based freeway surveillance systems of 
overseas using the algorithms have demonstrated satisfactory performance. Secondly, it was 
found occupancy data obtained from many VIDs were not credible while speed data seemed 
reasonably accurate. Lastly, two consecutive VID stations often produce dissimilar traffic 
measurements especially in speed and occupancy under stable traffic flow conditions. 
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Station to station comparison of occupancy data under stable flow conditions sometimes 
showed data discrepancy of up to 30% even when the time lag of measurement was corrected. 
As a result, poor performance of pattern recognition AID algorithms was revealed producing 
inhibitory high False Alarm Rate (FAR). Current data screening processes on on-line raw data 
seem impotent and almost obsolete. TMC’s dependency on the AID algorithms has drastically 
dropped and most time AID function was turned off due to inhibitory high FAR. 
 
This research addresses a practical issue faced by many agencies that dominantly deployed 
VIDs along freeway mainline. The premise at which this research resides is a fact that any 
pair of two consecutive image processing detector stations bears inherent data discrepancy for 
various reasons. The main objective is to lower FAR in the AID algorithms while keeping DR 
above reasonable performance criterion. High FAR often puts unbearable burden on TMC 
operators. Nothing much has been done so far in this regard. 
 
 
2. ISSUE STATEMENT 
 
We all know that popular pattern recognition AID algorithms heavily utilize occupancy data 
from two consecutive detection stations. It is also known that VIDs shows about 90% 
accuracy when compared to the baseline measurements and are very sensitive to camera angle, 
post height, locations (forward-looking or side-firing), detection zone setting, S/W types 
(loop-emulation or vehicle-tracking), road geometry, ambient light conditions and so on. 
 
Setting-up and calibrating a VID is greatly subject to road geometry, structures and roadside 
conditions. For these reasons, standardization of detector installation and following 
calibration is hardly achieved. Installing detectors, moreover, field crews bogged down on 
meeting the passing criterion tend to focus only on the accuracy of individual detector and are 
not interested in the consistency of traffic measurements from one detector to the next 
certainly not realizing the importance of data relation between detector stations. 
 
These faulty situations often create 10% or more of inherent difference in important traffic 
measurements between two sensor stations even under stable flow condition. Low detection 
rates (DR) and high false alarm rates (FAR) are therefore resulted in the AID algorithms, of 
which many researchers have approved in terms of their capability. 
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Figure 1a. Data Discrepancy between Two Stations (Scattered) 
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Figure 1b. Data Discrepancy between Two Stations (Time Series) 

 
As shown in Figure 1, occupancy data from two VID stations exhibit some discrepancy that 
shouldn’t be ignored and is considered big when it comes to the AID algorithms. Remember 
that the data represent light to moderate flow condition and the time-lag of measurement, 
vehicle travel-time, was incorporated to minimize measurement errors. 
 
This paper tackles on a practical issue faced by many agencies that dominantly deployed 
VIDs along freeway mainline. The main objective is to lower FAR for the AID algorithms 
(APID and DELOS) while keeping DR above reasonable performance criterion. No treatment 
on 30 sec raw data from VID stations, when on-line execution of AID algorithms undergo, 
could easily create high FAR putting unbearable burden on TMC operators. 
 
There has been no previous study to refer in this regard. Though Chao Chen et al. (2003) and 
Satish Sharma et al. (2003) proposed methods of missing value imputation focusing on an 
individual detector station, discrepancy between two stations was never looked upon. 
 
 
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE AID ALGORITHMS AND DATA 
 
The AID algorithms being subject to this approach are APID and DELOS since they are the 
most popular pattern recognition algorithms currently being used. The two algorithms require 
data from two consecutive stations to execute. For DELOS, 5 intervals were chosen for the 
window size of past and 3 for the window size of current. Thus, data collected, analyzed and 
upon which a specific method is developed are of 30 second and 1 minute interval. 
 

Table 1. Data Description of Incident Case Files 
Incident Cases Detector Stations Incident Types Duration (min) 

1 DR5050 – DR5051 Rear collision (3 veh.) 44 
2 DR1035 – DR1036 Rear collision (3 veh.) 25 
3 DR1014 – DR1015 Rear collision (3 veh.) 15 
4 DR4011 – DR4012 Rear collision 17 
5 DR2032 – DR2033 Rear collision 14 
6 DR3046 – DR3047 Rear collision 31 
7 DR2003 – DR2004 Rear collision 34 
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Data were obtained from DB server of the Seoul Urban Freeway Management Center. Total of 
20 case files were collected and thus represent data for 40 detector stations. The case files 
consist of 7 incident cases and 13 non-incident cases. Each case file has data amount of two to 
three hours. Each line of raw data file contains 30 second volumes, speeds and occupancies 
for one detector station in lane by lane base. And the lane by lane data were merged or 
averaged into representative 30-second traffic variables. 
 
A typical incident case file contains one hour data for pre-incident period, data for incident 
duration and following another one hour data for post-incident period. The 6 to 8 lane urban 
expressway of Seoul operates with speed limits of 70 and 80 Km/h depending upon road 
curvature. Non-incident case files have mostly 3 hours of data representing stable flow with 
average speed of 55 Km/h or more. 
 
 
4. HEURISTIC APPROACH TO LOWER FAR 
 
There are several ways of lowering FAR in AID algorithms and, to be concise, two typical 
approaches can be thought about. Since most AID algorithms utilize many repeatedly 
calculated parameters constantly being checked with threshold values, one approach is to tune 
the threshold values that produce best outcomes according to various conditions surrounding 
stations. The other approach could be to handle raw data without touching parameter or 
threshold values just by normalizing or standardizing data from two stations and thus 
minimizing data discrepancy to begin with. The latter is more economic, the first to be done 
and an avenue adopted as a troubleshooter for this research. 
 
4.1 Method of Choosing Baseline Detector 
 
In order to adjust data discrepancy that causes high FAR in the AID algorithms, a baseline 
station out of two detectors must be determined. It was found that Mean Absolute Deviation 
(MAD) best describe the stability of data. MAD represent the accumulation of difference 
between two neighboring data values divided by total number of data point. The MAD has a 
following form. 
 

                        nXXABSMAD n

n

n /)(
1

1 −=∑ −                       (1) 

 
where, 

 

n = total number of data, 
Xn-1 = (n-1)th values for volume, occupancy and speed, 
Xn = (n)th values for volume, occupancy and speed 

 
Calculation of MAD is done with off-line data that represent only steady and stable flow 
condition excluding any congestion periods. The smaller the MAD, the more reliable the data 
of one detector station would be. 
 
4.2 Methods of Normalization to Reduce Data Discrepancy 
 
Once the more reliable station of any pair of detectors is determined, adjustment to the data of 
less reliable station is to be made. There are several ways of doing this. In summary, however, 
only one approach was found viable. It is completely different from conventional smoothing 
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techniques. And it is adjusted according to relative difference from the paired other. The 
following figure explains how the data of one station is adjusted. 
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Figure 2. Process of Data Adjustment to Lesser Reliable Detector Station 

 
The outcome from this process is production of several adjustment values or factors that are 
added or multiplied to the data stream of the lesser reliable detector station. Once again, this 
process is done with off-line data that represent only flow condition excluding any congestion 
periods as done in the MAD calculation. 
 
When the correction values/factors are determined, they are readily used as adjustment factors 
to on-line data of the lesser reliable station, producing processed real-time data. 
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Figure 3a. Time Series of NSDOCC for a Non-incident Case File 
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Figure 3a. Time Series of NTDOCC for a Non-incident Case File 

 
Figure 3 explains how the application of adjustment factors has worked out. In the figure, 
NTDOCC and NSDOCC are sort of tracking signals that have to be calculated for every 
execution. When these values cross the red lines, threshold values, incident alarm goes off. 
Seen in the figures, the frequency of the gray data points crossing the red lines had drastically 
dropped, when compared to the blue data points, downsizing false alarms. 
 
 
5. ON-LINE SIMULATION TEST OF THE HEURISTIC APPROACH 
 
With 20 case files consisting of 7 incident and 13 non-incident case files, on-line execution 
simulation test of the adjustment method has been implemented. Correction factors were 
obtained from off-line data adjustment processes using past historical data made of early 
morning and off-peak hour data. And baseline detectors were chosen and each of them has a 
paired detector station to adjust. Execution of 3 kinds of AID algorithms was simulated using 
data logs obtained from the TMC on 20 EXCELL spreadsheets that respectively contain data 
logs of two consecutive detector stations. 
 
The result was satisfactory. Moderate decrease of false alarms has been experienced for 
incident case files. As for non-incident cases, however, false alarm has been significantly 
reduced from 210 to 60 for the most conspicuous.  
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Figure 4a. Number of False Alarm for 7 Incident Case Files 
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Figure 4b. Number of False Alarm for 13 Non-incident Case Files 

 
The result for overall performance indices is summarized in Table 2. As shown in the table, 
data adjustment clearly and significantly reduces FAR while its effect on APID algorithm was 
moderate. DR was not decreased and MTTD increase was minimal. In any rate, the approach 
that this paper took on looks promising, but still needs some fixing. 
 

Table 2. AID Performance Changes After Data Adjustment/Normalization 

DR (%) FAR (%) MTTD(min) Performance 
 

Algorithms None Reg. Avg. None Reg. Avg. None Reg. Avg.
DELOS 
(30 sec) 85.7 85.7 85.7 3.34 2.28 0.90 2.8 3.0 2.9 

DELOS 
(1 min) 71.4 71.4 71.4 1.85 1.47 0.29 3.2 3.2 3.4 

APID 
(30 sec) 71.4 71.4 71.4 0.28 0.16 0.15 2.4 2.4 3.1 

 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
While the VID became a popular choice for data gathering device of freeway management 
system in spite of painstaking calibrations, maintenance need and relatively high price tag 
since it offers us real views of sites, the outcome of operational experience for past years 
looked dismal particularly in AID function area. 
 
Occupancy data produced from VID stations was found less accurate while speed data seemed 
reasonable and, when occupancy data from two consecutive VID stations were compared and 
the time lag of measurement was corrected, discrepancy under stable flow conditions went up 
to 30%. As a result, poor performance of popular pattern recognition AID algorithms such as 
APID and DELOS was revealed. Current data screening processes on on-line raw data seem 
impotent and almost obsolete. TMC’s dependency on the AID algorithms has drastically 
dropped and most time AID function was turned off due to inhibitory high FAR. High FAR 
often puts unbearable burden on TMC operators. 
 
One of approaches to solve this problem was a heuristic adjustment to on-line data from one 
of two stations by applying correction factors. These adjustment factors are developed 
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analyzing incident-free historical data of several hours, reflective of LOS A to C conditions. 
Since the absence of baseline detectors in-between made true measurements value impossible 
to identify. It was made therefore that traffic data from each pair of two stations undergo a few 
tests like consistency test, persistency check and statistical comparison in order to select more 
credible data source. 
 
Once a reliable station is chosen, a simple linear regression formula is constructed using data 
from two detector stations. And then slope and constant are selected. These selected values 
are inversely used as the correction factors being fed to on-line data of the less reliable station. 
An initial test on this approach for 20 incident cases has demonstrated a maximum of 70% 
decrease in FAR. The approach seems promising at the moment and revisions may be needed. 
 
To achieve fast and easy normalization of input stream of data, techniques such as AI and 
Neural Network could be other methods to explore. As mentioned earlier, direct intervention   
in individual AID algorithm by adding sub-routines or adjusting threshold values would be 
worth investigating. 
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